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ABSTRACT 
 

Using GPS technology in motion detection and deformation measurements are getting more 
common. Different concepts are used; GPS as a stand-alone system or together with other 
surveying methods. A lot of research is done in this field and several types of applications 
have been developed. In this work only GPS receivers are used and the focus is on centimetre 
level motions over short periods of time. Because the created horizontal motion is known the 
accuracy of the by GPS detected motion can be computed for different settings and in 
different environments. A brief overview of the limitations and error sources in GPS 
surveying is also given. 

The motions are monitored with a commercial software, Motion Tracker, from Trimble and 
with On-the-Fly processed data files from Trimble Total Control that are run in a Matlab 
program in order to get RMS values for the detected motions and plots showing the created 
true motion and the by GPS measured motion. In addition the procedure to write a batch file 
in order to run GNNET-RTK, a software from GEO++, is investigated. This software package 
makes it possible to simultaneously do real-time processing of several reference and rover 
stations. 

When the conditions for GPS surveying are good, the quality of detected motions show 
promising results. Millimetre accuracy is achieved even if only GPS sensors are used and the 
epochs are as short as one minute. In built up areas with a lot of obstructions of the sky the 
error sources and limitations of GPS, e.g. multipath, has a significant impact on the results 
and longer observation times are needed. In such areas this work indicates that for demanding 
high accuracy applications GPS needs other types of sensors as complement, to be able to 
provide stable reliable solutions with millimetre accuracy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
GPS, the Global Positioning System, is maybe the most important new positioning and 
surveying technology that has emerged over the last two decades. Using GPS technology in 
motion detection and deformation measurements is getting more common. GPS is in different 
applications used as a stand-alone system or in combination with other surveying methods. 
When it is used for monitoring of bridges and dams, land slide monitoring or analysis of 
subsidence the GPS is pushed to the limit of its ability concerning precision and accuracy. 
 
Different methods have been developed and studies have been done to see what kind of 
accuracy that is achievable. One approach (Schäfer, 2006.) is a multi sensor system for 
motion detection, which was tested at Munich’s Olympic Tower. High frequency GPS 
receivers, total stations and inertial measurement units (IMU) were used to detect the 
frequency motion and deformation of the building. In another concept (Wübbena, 2001.) only 
GPS technique is used. A multi station real time software is described and the challenge is to 
be able to handle the limiting factors for GPS, i.e. the error sources. 
  
In a Russian article (Donets, 2005) another system of motion detection is presented. The aim 
of the experiment was to monitor possible bias and oscillatory movement of buildings and 
towers and understand their interpretation. The results of two sessions of observations over 6 
hours were performed with a weekly interval. This experiment was done using the software 
module Motion Tracker from Trimble. This study indicates that the Motion Tracker package 
can be an effective and relatively cheap way to monitor high buildings and constructions. 
 
 

1.1 Purpose 
 
In this work we want to test the possibility of motion detection with GPS in a controlled 
environment. The basic idea in this work is very simple. Creating a known horizontal 
movement and compare it with result from GPS measurements in both an open area with good 
conditions for GPS surveying and in a built up area with not so favourable conditions. Since 
the true motion is known the accuracy can be computed. 
 
In our experiments we are using only GPS receivers and we are focusing on centimetre level 
motions that are taking place over short periods of time. The main objective is to examine 
how different settings and variables affect the result and what level of quality that is 
achievable by relatively simple means and resources. One commercial software for 
deformation monitoring and motion detection is used and GPS data files that are processed in 
OTF (On-the-Fly) mode are run in a simple Matlab program, created by ourselves, in order to 
detect a change of position at a chosen interval rate. The main parameters that are investigated 
are stated below. 
 
● Length of session times 
● Number of reference stations 
● Length of base lines 
● Observation sample rates 
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In many real world applications motion detection with high frequency is preferable, i.e. 
shorter session length, and we will look into its affect on the accuracy. The number of 
reference stations to use and how significant it is to locate them in the area where you are 
working to achieve a decent quality of the measurements are other questions at issue. Sample 
rate is the frequency at which observations are being logged by the GPS receiver. A higher 
sample rate results in more data and can improve the result. The disadvantage is that if it is 
continuing monitoring of an object, over a long period of time, the data files will be huge and 
it makes the data processing slower.  
 
The report also includes a brief summary of the concept of GNNET-RTK, software that 
allows simultaneous real time processing of reference and rover stations. The program 
requires a batch file, a script, and we are trying to formulate a draft and explain the basics 
how it could be written. 
 

1.2 Report Structure 
 
The structure of the report is fairly straightforward. Chapter two provides the reader with 
information and theory about GPS measurement, including its benefits and drawbacks. The 
third chapter is about used equipment and software, the general concept of the programs and 
settings and our evaluation about their users friendliness. In chapter four it is described how 
the practical experiments were carried out and some information about the data processing. 
Additionally the chapter deals with some more theory in order to give the reader a better 
understanding of how result and accuracy were computed. In the last two chapters the results 
are presented, with some comments and reflections. 
 
 

2. GPS ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS 
 

2.1 Advantages 
 
GPS surveying methods have several advantages over the non-GPS terrestrial methods, e.g. 
surveying with total stations. In the field of motion detection the most important is that you 
can do continuous measurements and that the technology is suitable for automated 
monitoring. Other advantages with the GPS technology are: 
 
● No need for visibility between the stations. 
● It provides 3-dimensional position information in a well defined reference frame, WGS84. 
● Measurements can be made at any time of the day and in different weather conditions. 
● GPS equipment can be less expensive than other sensors. 
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2.2 Fundamentals of GPS Positioning 
 

Two fundamental methods are used by GPS receivers in determining distances to satellites 
and they are code pseudo ranges and phase pseudo ranges.  
 

2.2.1 Code Pseudo Ranges 
 
The code pseudo range method is based on determining the time it takes the signal to travel 
from satellite to receiver. When the travel time is known, the distance between the receiver 
and the satellite can easily be computed using the speed of light 
 

2.2.2 Phase Pseudo Ranges 

 
This method is based on measuring the phase shift in the GPS signal that occurs from the 
instant it is transmitted by the satellite, until it is received by the receiver.  
 
The undifferenced observation equations for the measured phase and code are (Ogaja, 2002). 
 
                                                                              (2.1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

j tropoionoj j j jt N f t t ti i i i multiPρ λ δ δ δ δΦ =

 
                                                             (2.2)                           
   

+ + ∗Δ − + +

c t t ti i i multiPρ δ δ δ δ= + ∗Δ + + +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
tropoionoj j jR t

       
Where 
 

( )j
i tΦ   - the carrier phase-shift measurement between satellite j and receiver i 

( )j
iR t   - measured pseudo range 
j

iρ   - geometric topocentric distance 
j

iN   - integer ambiguity 
 λ         - wavelength of carrier phase 

j

f   - frequency 
C  - speed of light 

( )j
i tδΔ - satellite clock error minus receiver clock error 

( )iono

tδ  - ionospheric delay of the phase and code respectively 

( )tropo

tδ - tropospheric delay 

multiPδ    - multipath 
    

As seen from the equations 2.1 and 2.2 one can notice the influences that affect the signal’s 
travel from the satellite to the receiver and limit the accuracy of the positioning determination. 
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2.3 Limitations in GPS Observations 
 
In order to understand the size of motion that the GPS approach is able to detect, it is 
important to understand its restriction factors and its error sources. As mentioned above two 
fundamental observations, showed in Equation 2.1 and 2.2, are measured by the GPS receiver 
and they are the pseudo range and carrier phase observations. 

2.3.1 Satellite Ephemeris Biases 
 
In order to get a measured position the position of the satellites must be known. The satellite 
ephemeris bias is the difference between the true position and velocity of the satellite and the 
estimated position and velocity, based on the broadcast ephemeris in the GPS navigation 
message. Post-processed ephemeris has in general better accuracy, but they are not available 
for real-time applications. The error is reduced through differencing of observables. 
 

2.3.2 Clock Biases   
 
The precise travel time of the signal is necessary to determine the distance between the 
satellite and the receiver, the so-called range. We need precise satellite and receiver clocks to 
fix the transition time, when the signal is transmitted from the satellite and received by the 
receiver. These clocks will include errors which are called satellite clock bias and receiver 
clock bias. 
 

2.3.2.1 Satellite Clock Bias 
 
The satellite clock bias can be modelled by applying coefficients that are part of the broadcast 
message using the polynomial (Wolf, Ghilani, 2002) 
 
( ) ( ) ( 2

0 1 0 2 0
jt a a t t a t tδ = + − + − )         (2.3) 

 
Where 
 
( ) jtδ - is the satellite clock bias for epoch t, t0 is the satellite clock reference epoch, and a0, a1 

and a2 are the satellite clock offset, drift and frequency  drift, respectively. The parameters a0, 
a1, a2, and t0 are part of the broadcast message. 
 
The satellite clock bias can be eliminated mathematically during post processing, using 
relative positioning techniques and especially through single differencing. 
 

2.3.2.2 Receiver Clock Bias 
 
The receiver clock bias can be considered as unknown and computed when tracking four 
satellites simultaneously by the same receiver. When using GPS relative positioning 
technique, it can be eliminated through double differencing during post processing of the data. 
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2.3.3 Atmospheric Refractions 
 
The velocities of the electromagnetic waves change as they pass through media with different 
indexes. The atmosphere in general is dividing into layers. The greatest effect on the GPS 
signals occur during it passes through troposphere and ionosphere layers. The refraction of the 
signal during its passage through these two layers is causing a delay in its velocity, which are 
called tropospheric and ionospheric delays. 
 

2.3.3.1 Tropospheric Delay 
 
In the troposphere the delay can be expressed by the following formula (Hoffmann-
Wellenhof, B. 2000): 
  

( ) ( ) ( )tropo

wet

tropo tropo
dryt tδ δ δ= − t         (2.4) 

 
About 90% of the tropospheric delay occurs in the dry part of the troposhere, and the 
remaining 10% in the wet part. Nowadays several models describing the signal’s delay in the 
troposphere, such as Hopfield and Saastamoinen , are used in many types of software. 
 

2.3.3.2 Ionospheric Delay 
 
The ionosphere contains free electrons and it is a dispersive medium for GPS signals. These 
ions affect the propagation of the electromagnetic waves, and may cause a delay in the GPS 
signal up to 30 meters. 
 
The atmospheric refraction can be modelled and mathematically removed from the data by 
using dual frequency receivers, i.e. receivers which can observe both L1 and L2 signals. 
 

2.3.4 Carrier Phase Cycle Slip 

A cycle slip means a shorter or longer failure of the receiver to track the phase of the satellite 
signal. That implies a change of the value of the integer ambiguity after the cycle slip 
compared with its value before the slip. The error is a so called gross error and can be in the 
size of two decimetres (Sjöberg 2005). The cycle slip may occur because of obstacle in the 
path of the signal between the receiver and the satellite, low signal to noise ratio or a failure of 
the satellite oscillator. Most programs have the ability to detect the cycle slip and repair it. 
How good it works depend on the efficiency of the used detection algorithm and the length of 
the observation periods. 

 

2.3.5 Multipath Errors  
 
Multipath occurs when a satellite signal has reached the receiver antenna by two or more 
different paths. This is usually caused by one path reflected from a surface, and directed 
towards the receiver. The multiple signals from the satellite to the receiver will arrive at 
slightly different times. The best way to reduce the affect is to avoid bad locations of the GPS 
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antenna. Other methods of reduction are longer session length and mask low elevation 
satellites, because their signals are usually more easily contaminated by multipath. 
Mathematical techniques have also been developed to eliminate these undesirable reflections. 
 

2.3.6 Satellite Geometry and Visibility 
 
In addition to the errors in the ranges measured by the GPS receivers, the configuration of the 
used satellites will have an impact on the quality of the solution. If the satellites are well 
distributed over the sky a stronger solution is achievable, compare to if they are bunched 
together in the sky. Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) is used to describe the quality of 
the current GPS satellite configuration and it changes with time as the satellites travel along 
their orbits. A small PDOP, i.e. below four, indicates good satellite geometry. 
 
Since the normal user is not in control of the GPS satellites, the space segment of the system, 
one is limited to make a good selection for the antenna site. In general the user should strive 
for a clear view of the sky; unfortunately it is not always possible if the object of interest for 
motion detection is placed in an area with limited satellite visibility. 
 

2.4 Relative Positioning 
 
The most precise GPS positioning are currently obtained using relative positioning 
techniques. Most of the errors that are mentioned above can be eliminated by relative 
positioning. The purpose of the relative positioning is to determine the position of an 
unknown point with respect to a known point which is usually called a reference station. 
Relative positioning aims at using two or more receivers and requires simultaneous 
observations at both receivers. Supposing that such simultaneous observations at two points to 
two satellites, then linear combinations can be formed, which lead us to single differencing, 
double differencing, and triple differencing. Different biases are eliminated in each step, but 
the disadvantage is that redundancy in the solution is lost. 

2.4.1 Single differencing 
 
Differencing between the observations by two GPS receivers to one satellite is called single 
differencing. This differencing eliminates satellite clock bias from the solution. Figure (2.1) 

  

Figure 2.1: Single differencing (Rizos 2001) 
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2.4.2 Double differencing 
 
Double differencing observables have been formed by differencing between both satellites 
and between stations, see Figure (2.2). It is achieved by differentiating two single differencing 
observables which are obtained from observations to two satellites. This operation eliminates 
the receiver clock bias.  
 

 

Figure 2.2: Double differencing (Rizos 2001) 

 

2.4.3 Triple Differencing 
 
In the triple differencing the difference between two double differences is taking place from 
two different epochs of time. By using triple differencing the integer ambiguities can be 
removed and the solution becomes immune of cycle slip. Figure (2.3) 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.3: Triple differencing (Rizos 2001) 
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3. EQUIPMENT 
 

3.1 Software 
 
Different companies provide software, e.g. Trimble, Leica and Geo++® Gmbh, to do motion 
detection and deformation measurement with GPS. In this work we used Motion Tracker by 
Trimble and GNNET-RTK by Geo++. The processing was done with Trimble Total Control 
and Motion Tracker. 
 

3.2 Geo++ 
 
Geo++ is a German company and it provides software products and complete systems for 
point positioning with GPS. They have developed different software modules for different 
purposes and the user writes a batch file to start the modules. 
 
GNNET-RTK makes it possible to simultaneously do real-time processing of several 
reference and rover stations. The observations are supplied by other program modules like 
GNRT, GNREF or RTCM_IN. In order to run many reference stations on one system the 
program GNREF processes the raw data from the receivers and then the processing module 
GNNET can compute coordinates and/or system parameters for orbit errors or ionosphere 
errors. These parameters can be generated as area correction parameters (FKP) and the 
module RTCM_OUT will make them available for other mobile stations. The number of 
rovers using the corrections depends only on how many modem units that can be connected to 
the computer. The user must in the script define the modules that are going to be used and 
their parameters.  
 

3.2.2 GNDB 
 
GNDB is a database module and helps the user to administrate, capture and process data in a 
project. To create a database the following script must be run and then a new database with an 
arbitrary name, password and reference system can be created for your own project. 
 
create database  
gndb systemadmin 123 -s WGS84 
start gndb systemadmin 123 -s WGS84 
 

3.2.3 GNNET-RTK 
 
The GNNET-RTK software package available for us was a package for the rover site and we 
did not have a base station licence, so we could not start a GPS receiver as a base station and 
connect it to the GNNET module. Instead a GPS receiver must be configured to output 
correction data as RTCM message type 20 and 21, RTK carrier phase corrections and high 
accuracy pseudo range corrections. The message from the reference station can be read by the 
RTCM_IN module.  
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In the first step the receiver modules that are going to be used must be defined and started. 
Different programs are available for different manufacturers’ receivers and the module must 
match the chosen receiver, e.g. msi_in for Trimble and leica2 for newer Leica receivers. A 
four character string shows the receiver-ID and the COM port and the correct baud rate must 
also be set. Other parameters to be predefined are, -a the antenna height, +X save raw data in 
RINEX format at a rate in seconds and if –S is chosen the receiver is in static mode otherwise 
in kinematic mode. The program GNRT must be started and it provides the observations. The 
receiver-ID is required, +D or –D if it will work in its mobile or base station mode, -e is the 
elevation mask, -s is the minimum signal to noise ratio and the option +M is to be set to 
enable differential corrections to be used for the rover. When the program RTCM_IN is 
started the correct serial port, baud rate, –n together with the receiver-ID must be defined and 
the option +c must be chosen when receiving RTCM message type 20 and 21. The meaning is 
that an epoch is treated as closed when a message with a new time tag has arrived. Below 
there are some excerpts of how to define and start the receiver module, the program GNRT 
and the GPS receiver that will work as a reference station. In the appendix there is one 
example of a complete batch file to run a GNNET-RTK real time package. 
 
rem defines and starts the rover, Trimble COM1, 38400 Baud,  
start msi_in rove -c1 -b38400 -a0.0 +X1 
wait 1000 
rem introduce differential corrections with +D 
start gnrt rove 123 +DRTCM_IN,base -e5 –s2 +M 
 
rem start reference input from COM4, 38400 Baud 
start rtcm_in 4 -b38400 -nbase +c 
 
GNNET estimates the position of the rover, the moving receiver. The module processes the 
carrier phase measurements from single or dual frequency GPS receivers. When high quality 
code observations are available the user can choose to use them to support the ambiguity 
search. This option is only to be used in special circumstances, because in general the code 
observations are sensitive for multi path effects. The minimum contrast is a criterion for the 
quality of the ambiguity solution and used in the algorithm. The contrast is set by the user and 
is calculated as the quotient of the best and second-best ambiguity solutions. The more the 
quality criteria of the two best solutions differ, the greater is the contrast, and the greater the 
certainty that the best solution is correct. Considering the expected movement of the rover it is 
possible to define a different dynamic filter to GNNET and introduce dynamic parameters. To 
start the GNNET module an option file can be used or all the setting must be defined by the 
user in the script. In the file different options for ambiguity search, modelling and logging are 
set and some examples of files can be found and downloaded from the company website. 
 
 http://www.anton.geopp.de/realtime/ (December 2006) 
  
 
In order to start GNNET the option –r together with the name of a module, e.g. GNRT or 
RTCM_IN and receiver-ID selects the reference station that provides correction data. In a 
similar way one or many rovers can be chosen with the option –m.  
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rem starts GNNET-RTK and save position (+pp1) 
start gnnet -rRTCM_IN,base -mGNRT,rove 
@c:\geopp\gnref\shared\examples\rover\2006-01-
26_rover_k_gps.opt +pp1 
 
As stated earlier our licence was limited, it was only for real-time applications, no base station 
option and only one reference station could be used so we did only some test measurements 
with the software. We decided not to include it in the experiment, but the software has some 
advantages. The user can customize it for his special applications, different GPS receivers can 
be used and it does not work like a “black box”, i.e. the user has influence on how different 
parameters and models should be modified. 
 

 
                           
                           Figure 3.1: Dialogue window from GNNET. 

 
If a receiver is working as a rover, option –m or mobile reference station, option –mr, some 
filter parameters for the position estimation can be changed. In the kinematic mode the 
coordinates are recomputed for each epoch and there is no coupling to proceeding epochs. 
With the dynamic model the position is not only decided from the current epoch, the results 
from previous epochs are also taken into consideration with decreasing weight. When a slow 
motion is expected a higher weight will be assigned to the old coordinates and some 
systematic errors like multi path can be reduced. The drawback is that a sudden change of 
coordinates cannot immediately be detected. 
 
One disadvantage is that the software is not so user friendly and you need some training in 
how to write the scripts and run the program in a proper way. The software demands that the 
user has a good theoretical knowledge in the field of GPS, to be able to get all the settings as 
optimal as possible. 
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3.3 Trimble Total Control and Motion Tracker 
 
Motion Tracker (MT) is a software package included in the Trimble Total Control (TTC). The 
main task of this package is to process the data of GPS measurement in order to analyze the 
deformation for different kinds of application, for example high towers and buildings, dam 
monitoring, land slide monitoring and etc. In our work MT was used to test the ability of 
using GPS receiver to detect a sudden motion on centimetre level and the accuracy that can be 
achieved. MT can process certain format of data which is Trimble, observation files, Ashtech 
and RINEX raw data files. 
 
The software computes a position of the rover for each session, i.e. epoch. The shortest length 
of the session is one minute and each session is compared to the very first position of the 
rover and the possible motion is determined. It seems like MT processes each epoch 
separately so if short session times are used some float solutions can occur. The epochs can 
overlap but the user can not define how the data from the previous epoch should be weighted. 
By default linear independent baselines are processed for each session. The program will 
determine the coordinates of the receiver, even if the ambiguities can not be fixed, so the 
software probably uses both code and carrier data. If cycle slips are found the software will 
try to determine the cycle slip values and correct them. Trimble Total Control provides 
different positioning modes, such as Differential GPS (DGPS), Stop&Go and On-the-Fly. MT 
works as a black box but it is reasonable to assume that it uses the modes available in TTC in 
order to smooth the code observations with phase measurements. The kinematic processor in 
TTC performs carrier phase reduction in two steps; the first step is called double difference 
float solution and derives baseline components and float phase ambiguities. The following 
step is ambiguity search and statistical tests like Fisher and Chi-square tests are used to verify 
the ambiguity resolution. 
 
The MT software package consists of three main parts: 
 
● The Scheduler 
● The AutoProcessor 
● The Database Viewer 
 
 
3.3.1 Motion Tracker Workflow  
 
Motion Tracker must be started from the Trimble Total Control software. The process starts 
with the creation of a project in the scheduler dialog. The project creation will be done in a 
few steps. It starts with determination of the starting time of the available data and the length 
of the time interval of processing. The path to the data files has to be set and the template that 
should be used must be chosen. The templates are defined in the Trimble Total Control 
window and saved before starting the MT. In the templates the user decides which station will 
be used as rover and which will work as reference station, more than one can be defined as 
reference station. The reference stations need at least approximate coordinates for example 
from single point positioning. In the next step the user defines the path to where the database 
will be stored, and finally the profile is given a name.    
 
The new profile can be seen in the MT dialog and when the profile is started, the 
AutoProcessor will start importing the data files and processing them using the specified 
Trimble Total Control project. After finishing the processing step, the AutoProcessor stores 
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the result in the database and the dialog will be closed. The same profile can be run with 
different length of the session times, but if the number of reference receivers will be changed 
a new profile must be created. The user must remember to set a new path for the database, 
otherwise the previous one will be over written and the results from different settings can not 
be compared. It is not enough just to give them different names. 
 
The last part of the MT is the database viewer, with this part of the program you can examine 
the results of the database saved by the AutoProcessor. Within Database viewer you can start 
several analysis tools depending on for what purpose you are using this package. The main 
tools are set compare, point analysis and slope distance. With point analysis the relative 
motion of the rover station in relation to a chosen starting position can be studied in three 
directions northing, easting and up. 
 
3.3.2 Motion Tracker Evaluation 
 
MT is relatively straightforward and easy to use. There are several analysis tools to examine 
the data and to see the results in different ways, i.e. numerical and graphics. That makes it 
easier for the user to judge if there is any possible motion or deformation and give the user a 
basis to come to reasonable conclusions. Another starting point can be defined and the motion 
in relation to this new position is shown. After the final decision has been made the numerical 
result can be saved as a report in two formats ASCII or HTML, even the graphics can be 
saved. 
 
When you are working with MT you could feel some lacks that could be improved. Working 
with different projects you need several databases with processed data, and then it is 
important you have saved each database in different folders, otherwise the previous database 
will not be accessible. Another thing to be attentive to, is when the AutoProcessor is running 
and each session is processed, a small window pops up and you are able to see if there are 
fixed or float solutions of each set, i.e. each session. After the process it closes and only the 
results, the change of position in relation to the starting position, can be seen. It would be 
useful if this information about the status of the solutions was saved, because it helps the user 
to analyse this session and to come to good conclusions. When you open the graphs you will 
see the deformation or in our case the motion in each direction separately, northing, easting 
and up. If you are interested in the absolute movement in the horizontal plane you have to 
calculate it yourself using the equation 3.1, i.e. this tool is not implemented in the software. 
That can make you confused some times when you just try to get an overview of whether a 
result is reasonable or not.  
 
Horizontal motion = 22 dEdN + ,        (3.1) 
 
where dN is the motion in the north direction and dE in the east. 

3.4 Field Equipments  
 
Below the field equipment we used in the practical experiments is presented. 
 
● Receiver type: Trimble R7\5700 
A special edition of the Trimble 5700. Supports the new L2C GPS signals.  
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Figure 3.2: GPS Trimble receiver 
 
●  Antenna type:  Zephyr GPS antenna 
Zephyr antenna in combination with Trimble R7\5700 system is suitable for precision GPS 
applications.  
 

 
 

Figure 3.3: Zephyr antenna 
 
●  Sliding platform 
With this platform it is possible to create a known horizontal motion. The accuracy of the 
created motion is on sub-millimetre level.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Sliding platform with GPS antenna. 
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4. METHODOLOGY  
 

4.1 Data Collection 
 
The actual measurements took place in two different areas. Gärdet is a large open meadow for 
recreation in Stockholm. There are no obstructions like buildings and trees and therefore it is 
suitable for GPS surveying and was chosen for the experiment in an open area. The second 
place was a spot inside the area of the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. The area 
has a lot of buildings and trees and as a result the conditions for GPS measurements are very 
unfavourable. In the report the first described area is denoted as open area and the second as 
built up. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Locations of the field measurements, 1. Gärdet 2. The Royal Institute of    
Technology 3. Lovön (SWEPOS Reference Station). 
 
 

A sliding platform with a ruler with sub-millimetre accuracy is placed in a horizontal position 
on a tripod. A GPS antenna is mounted on top of the platform and when approximately 30 
minutes have passed the platform is moved. Different kinds of motion are created, rather fast 
motions in a range of two to five centimetres or step by step motions, one centimetre per 
minute. Information about the motions is written down in a protocol. The exact size and time 
must be known in order to reconstruct the true motion in a file that will be run together with 
the corresponding observation file from Motion Tracker in a Matlab script.  
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Figure 4.2: Detailed map showing the location of the open and built up area. 
 
Up to three reference stations were used and they got approximate coordinates through single 
point positioning. They were placed in the same area as the rover, i.e. less than 30 meters 
from the sliding platform, on a distance of 2.5 km and one long baseline about 15 km was also 
included.  
 

4.2 Motion Tracker Processing 
 
The reference stations where given approximate coordinates through single point positioning. 
The data was processed using different numbers of reference points and different lengths of 
the session times. It is important to know that Motion Tracker by default chooses the position 
of the first session as starting point and all motions are compared in relation to this point. 
Because of this reason the quality of this positioning should be good, therefore the starting 
time of MT should be set to 20-30 minutes after the receivers have been started.  

The resulting files of the processing show the motion in three directions. Because the created 
true motion was in the horizontal plan, the file from Motion Tracker was run in a Matlab 
script. In the script the numerical file was recomputed. As a result we got the measured 
horizontal motion which could be compared to the true motion, the deviation for each session 
between the true and measured value and finally a RMS value for the whole period. The 
program also provides the plots of the measured and true motions. 

  

4.3 On the Fly (OTF) Processing 
 
In the GPS software Trimble Total Control we used the OTF mode in order to process the 
baselines between the rover and the reference stations. The option for On-the-Fly ambiguity 
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resolution, allowing the determination of ambiguities without any static initialization. For dual 
frequency data is the widelaning filtering technique used. The advantage of this method to fix 
the integer number of carrier wavelengths is that the method does not require the receiver to 
be stationary for a long time and is suitable for kinematic positioning.  
 
Trimble Total Control’s OTF processor performs the following steps. First code positioning is 
done and then the data is analyzed for cycle slips that can be resolved. The observations are 
scanned for the best time spans for ambiguity resolution. Criteria to define the best time spans 
are number of tracked satellites, length of the time span and PDOP value. In the next step the 
software starts the OTF ambiguity resolution. A first estimate of the integer ambiguity for 
each selected interval is computed using an enhanced float solution and then the ambiguity 
search is done. The best ambiguity set found is compared to the second best and the ratio 
between them is a quality criteria and should be above a ratio limit. The software performs 
some additional checks and if all checks are passed the ambiguities are permanently fixed. 
The ambiguities are propagated throughout the whole tracking time of a satellite without loss 
of lock. In the last step the final carrier phase positions are computed. 
 
In our experiment the antenna was placed on a sliding platform and we wanted to get the 
position of the rover as frequent as possible. However, dual-frequency receivers that can make 
both carrier phase and pseudo-range observations are needed. The result from the software is 
a file with positions of the rover with the same frequency as the sampling rate of the GPS 
receiver in Geodetic coordinates, ,,, hλφ  in the reference frame WGS84 (World Geodetic 
System 84). Because WGS84 is a geocentric system with origin at the earth’s centre of mass 
and our known and created motion was in the north and east directions in the horizontal plane 
in a local coordinate system, some transformations are required. The process will be done in 
the following two steps. 
 
● Geodetic coordinates ( h,,λφ ) transformed into global Cartesian or rectangular coordinates 
    (X,Y,Z) in the WGS84 reference frame. 
● Cartesian coordinates transformed into local horizontal coordinates 
                                                                                                         

                                        
 
Figure 4.3: Cartesian coordinate system (X,Y,Z), Geodetic coordinate system, latitude and 
longitude ( h,,λϕ ) and the local system (E,N,U). 
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4.3.1 The Local Coordinate System (ENU) 
 
A local horizontal plane is defined as the tangent plane at the position of point P in latitude 
and longitude ( ), PP λϕ . In relation to this plane a local horizontal coordinate system is 
defined in terms of east E, north N and up U, so the local system refers to the plumb line at 
the point P. In our case P corresponds to the first position of the rover. The vectors E and N 
span the tangent plane and U is orthogonal to the tangent plane. The value of the created 
motion we are trying to measure is known in this plane. 
 
 

4.3.2 Coordinate Transformations 
 
In order to process the observations and be able to use them for our purpose we wrote a 
program in Matlab. In the first step the file is read into the program and the user can set an 
arbitrary session time, i.e. how frequent the position should be determined, for example every 
minute. A mean value of the position for each session is computed in Geodetic coordinates 
and transformed into Cartesian coordinates according to the following relations (Fan 2005). 
 
X = (N+h) cos ϕ  cos λ  
Y = (N+h) cos ϕ  sin  λ          (4.1) 
Z = [N(1-e ) + h] sin 2 ϕ  
 
Where h is the ellipsoidal height, ϕ  latitude, λ  longitude and e denotes the first eccentricity 
of the reference ellipsoid: 
 
e = 2f - f            (4.2) 2 2

 
and N is the radius of curvature in the prime vertical at latitude ϕ  given by  
         

N = 
ϕ22 sin1 e

a
−

          (4.3) 

 
Where  and  are WGS84 reference ellipsoidal parameters.  a f
● Semi major axis a = 6378137.0 m 
● Flattening = 1/298.257223563 f
 
In the next step the difference in the X, Y and Z coordinates for each session j  compared to 
the first position i  of the sliding platform is determined. Expressed in vector notation the 
differences will be represented by the following vector in global coordinates, i.e. Cartesian 
coordinates. 
 

X ij  =   ,  =  the initial position of the rover antenna.  (4.4) 
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To make it possible to compare the true created motion in the horizontal plane with the GPS 
measured motion, the vector X ij in the global Cartesian coordinates must be transformed into 
a vector in a local level and horizontal coordinate system (ENU) with the axis east, north and 
up. To make it easy the origin of this system is defined as the initial position of the rover 
antenna. The east, north and up components are obtained by a projection of vector X ij  onto 
the local coordinate axis. The relation between the global and the local system is given by: 
 
 

ij =  =  
⎥
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where the components of the matrix is (Horemuz 2006):  
 

R i =  ,        (4.6) 
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ϕ  and λ  for the origin of the ENU system.  
 
After these steps it is possible to compare the true motion with the results from the On-the-Fly 
(OTF) processed observations. 
 
 

4.4 Accuracy 
 
In order to compare different measurements made in the field and check the quality of its 
results after data processing, we are using the RMS, Root Mean Square error. For each 
session time both the measured motion in relation to the initial point of the receiver and the 
true motion are known and can be compared. The deviation between the true and measured 
motion is computed for the whole set of relative position determinations and used in the RMS 
values.  
 

If we let  denotes the measured value and  the true value then the RMS is defined as: l
~
l
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where the deviation squared =  and N the number of sessions for the whole series 
of observations.      
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5. RESULTS  
 
In this chapter the results from the field measurements, the RMS values and some figures 
from the experiments in both open and built up areas are presented. The results are derived 
from processing in Motion Tracker and from a Matlab script, where files from Trimble Total 
Control in OTF (On-the-Fly) mode are used as input. In the two main experiments one 
reference station was placed in the area of the rover, approximately in a distance of 30-100 
metre and the second reference was 2.5 km away. In order to get a long baseline one 
SWEPOS station located on Lovön west of Stockholm was used, located around 15 km from 
the rover with the moving platform.  
 
In order to limit the possible settings and decide what GPS observation sample rates to use in 
the real experiments, we did a simple test using 1 Hz, 2Hz, 5 Hz and 10 Hz. In Motion 
Tracker the slope distance between two receivers can be determined for each session, i.e. 
epoch and the software also computes a mean distance and its RMS value. Table 5.1 shows 
the RMS values for the slope distance between two receivers. The true distance is not known, 
so the software compares the slope distance for each epoch with the computed mean value 
based on all epochs. In our case the receivers were fixed, so the slope distance should be 
unchanged and the RMS as low as possible, i.e. the computed distances vary as little as 
possible between the sessions. From this limited set of data we draw the conclusion to use 1 
Hz and 5 Hz, see Table 5.1. It was a significant improvement in the ability to detect motion 
when we used 5 Hz instead of 1 Hz. Using 10 Hz we just got slightly improved results and the 
drawback was the big amount of data and as a result a cumbersome post processing, so that 
are the reason why 2 Hz and 10 Hz were excluded from the final experiments.  
 
Table 5.1 RMS for Slope Distant Using Different Observation Sample Rates 

RMS in Millimetre for the Slope Distance Between Ref – Rov (Compared to Mean Value) 
1 Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz 10 Hz 
5.9 5.8 4.0 3.8 

 
The challenge in motion detection is to be able get decent result even if the observation time 
for each position determination is short. For that reason we focused on rather short sessions 
and in the following results 5 minute and 1 minute sessions are used. 
 

5.1 Open Area 
 
The rover, i.e. the sliding platform, was placed in an open field together with a GPS reference 
station. The created true motions were 3.0 cm in approximate north direction, back to the 
original position and then a 5.0 cm motion was repeated in the same way. The RMS values 
presented in the following results (Table 5.2 to 5.12) are defined in equation 4.7 and based on 
the created motions, which values are known and considered to be the true value. The 
deviation between the true and measured motion is computed for the whole set of epochs and 
used for the RMS values. 
 

5.1.1 Results from Motion Tracker, Experiment 1 
 
Using only one reference station 15 km away Motion Tracker did not succeed in producing 
any result with good quality. The errors were in the order of 2-7 dm both for 1 and 5 minute 
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sessions, i.e. much bigger than the motions the software was supposed to detect. The long 
distance of the base line and the relative short session times made it impossible for the 
software to fix the ambiguities and provide fixed solutions for a majority of the sessions. 
 
With a shorter base line (2.5 km) and using a sample rate of 1 Hz the results were on 1 
centimetre level both for 1 minute and 5 minute sessions. The RMS values were decreasing to 
5.5 mm and 4.4 mm for 1 and 5 minute sessions with the same settings, but with the reference 
station in the area of working. The result was not improved when both reference stations were 
used, the main reason is probably that the second reference station is placed in an area with 
less favourable conditions for GPS surveying. The RMS values of the measured motions 
using the observation sample rate of 1 Hz are summarized in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.2 RMS for MotionTracker Results in Open Area, 1Hz 

Motion Tracker Open Area 1Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 

Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 2 Ref Stn 

1 min 5.5 10.4 9.8 

5 min 4.4 10.2 9.1 
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Figure 5.1: The result from open area, using 1 Hz , 5 minute sessions and one reference                  
station in the area, RMS = 4.4 mm 

 
Table 5.3 shows the corresponding RMS values as described above, but the observation 
sample rate is 5 Hz instead of 1 Hz. The results are significantly better and using a short base 
line the RMS is on millimetre level. The accuracy of the position determination for every 
minute is 2.6 mm and for the 5 minute session the RMS is down to 2.2 mm, so even the 
length of the session time seems to have an influence. 
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Table 5.3 RMS for MotionTracker Results in Open Area, 5 Hz 

Motion Tracker Open Area 5Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 

Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 2 Ref Stn 

1 min 2.6 5.7 5.1 

5 min 2.2 5.1 3.9 
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Figure 5.2:  The result from open area, using 5 Hz , 5 minute sessions and one reference 
station in the area, RMS = 2.2 mm. 
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 Figure 5.3:  The result from open area, using 5 Hz , 1 minute sessions and one reference   
station in the area, RMS = 2.6 mm. 

 
Because the results are promising we decided to do small motions, 1 cm repeated 5 times for 
every minute. The result for 5 Hz is showed in Figure 5.4 and 5.5.  
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Figure 5.4: The graphs of the true and measured 1 cm motions repeated five times using 5 Hz 
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Figure 5.5: The graphs of the true and measured 1 cm motions repeated five times using 1 Hz. 
 
In this example the observation sample rate seems to be important for GPS receiver in order 
to detect the motion with a high quality. The RMS for the whole session using 5 Hz is 2.4 mm 
and the corresponding series of motions for 1 Hz has a RMS value of 5.2 mm.  
 
 

5.1.2 Results from Motion Tracker, Experiment 2 
 
In the first experiment two reference points were used. The second receiver was 2.5 km away 
and the location was not optimal and as a result using two reference stations did not improve 
the motion detection. A second test was performed in the same open area as before and up to 
three reference stations were placed in a distance of less than 100 metre from the rover with 
the sliding platform. All of the reference receivers had no obstructions like trees or buildings 
and the resulting accuracies can be seen in Table 5.4. The goal was to establish if there was 
any significant improvement of the result, when more reference receivers were added.  
. 
Table 5.4 RMS for Motion Tracker Results in Open Area, 5 Hz 

Motion Tracker Open Area 5Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 
Session Time 1 Ref Stn 2 Ref Stn  3 Ref Stn 

1 min 3.6 3.4 3.1 
 
The results of the monitored motions were slightly improved for each new reference point, 
from 3.6 mm to 3.1 mm. Still it is hard to come to any real conclusion, because in the first 
experiment an accuracy of 2.6 mm was achieved, see Table 5.3, with the same settings and 
conditions, but with only one reference used. 
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5.1.3 Results from OTF Processing 
 
The same set of raw data used in Motion Tracker experiment 1 is processed in the Matlab 
OTF-program described earlier. The result when the observation sample rate of 1 Hz was used 
is on centimetre level even for short base lines and 5 minute sessions. The RMS values can be 
seen in Table 5.5 and they are worse compared to the results Motion Tracker, where an 
accuracy around 4-5 millimetre was achieved. 
 
 
Table 5.5 RMS for OTF Results in Open Area, 1 Hz 

OTF Open Area 1 Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 

Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 1 Ref Stn 15 km 

1 min 13.2 14.1 12.1 

5 min 12.9 16.8 12.6 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.6:  The plot for OTF processed results, 1 Hz, 1 minute sessions and one    
reference station in the area, RMS = 13.2 mm. 

 
As seen in the RMS Table 5.5 the OTF processed data, unlike Motion Tracker, at least 
manages to detect the motion even for the long base line, see figure 5.7, even if the accuracy 
is only around 1 cm. 
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Figure 5.7:  The plot for the long base line, 15 km, 1 Hz, RMS = 12.1 mm. 
 

When the higher frequency observation sample rate, 5 Hz, was used the quality of the result 
was significant better, see Table 5.6. The RMS values are comparable to the result from 
Motion Tracker. For short base lines the accuracy is 3 mm compared to 2.6 and 2.2 mm for 
the motions derived from Motion Tracker. 
 
Table 5.6 RMS for OTF Results in Open Area, 5 Hz 

OTF Open Area 5 Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 

Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 1 Ref Stn 15 km 

1 min 3.0 5.0 -------            

5 min 3.0 4.0  ------- 

 
 
 
From the last reference station, SWEPOS on Lovön, there is no data available with 5 Hz 
observation sample rate. The frequency rate is 1 Hz or lower and that is the reason why no 
RMS for the 15 km long base line is computed. 
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         Figure 5.8: The plot for OTF processed results, 5 Hz, 1 minute sessions and one 
         reference receiver in the area, RMS = 3 mm. 
 
 
 

5.2 Built Up Area 
 
When the same experiments are repeated in an environment less suitable for GPS surveying, 
the result is worse and especially for the shorter session times it is difficult to achieve any 
results with good quality. Longer session times seem to be important to avoid float solutions 
on decimetre level. 
 

5.2.1 Results from Motion Tracker, Experiment 1 
 
As to be seen in Table 5.7 and 5.8 only the RMS values for the longer session times are 
presented. The centimetre level motions were not able to be detected using shorter session 
times. The higher frequency sample rate provides a bit better RMS values and the quality is 
just under centimetre level. The best result, RMS = 6.3 mm,  is when the reference receiver is 
not placed in the area of working with bad conditions for GPS surveying, but when it is 
located 2.5 km away in an open area. 
 
Table 5.7 RMS for Motion Tracker Results in Built Up Area, 1 Hz 

Motion Tracker Built Up Area 1Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 
Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 2 Ref Stn 

5 min 8.9 11.6 11.8 
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Table 5.8 RMS for Motion Tracker Results in Built Up Area, 5 Hz 

Motion Tracker Built Up Area 5Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 
Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 2 Ref Stn 

5 min 7.5 6.3 10.1 
 
To be able to avoid that float solutions for some sessions deteriorated the RMS too much, a 
limit value of 2 dm was set in the Matlab script, where the horizontal motion and RMS value 
were computed.  If the change of position from one session to another exceeded the limit 
value the program ignored the motion, counted the slip and kept the previous position. It was 
a reasonable assumption, because the known and created motions were only in the size of a 
few centimetres. With this step added in the process it was possible to monitor the motion for 
each minute and the quality was just slightly worse compared to the five minute sessions, but 
still in sub centimetre level. 
 
Table 5.9 RMS for Motion Tracker Results in Built Up Area, 5 Hz, without Float Solutions 
Motion Tracker Built Up Area 5Hz RMS in Millimetre, without Cycle Slips (Compared to True Value)
Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 2 Ref Stn 

1 min 9.3 7.5 12.0 
 
In Figure 5.9 below the result can be studied when a limit value is used and at least the 
general picture of the created motion is detected. The RMS value for the whole measurement 
session is 7.5 mm. 
 

 
          
         Figure 5.9: The plot for motion in built up area without float solutions, RMS = 7.5 mm 
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5.2.2 Results from Motion Tracker, Experiment 2 
 
A second experiment was performed in the same built up area in order to try to improve the 
quality of the motion detection. This time two reference receivers were used and both were 
placed closed to the rover and the accuracies are summed up in Table 5.10. It was a 
significant improvement of the result using two references compare to one, 6.0 mm 
respectively 9.9 mm. The shorter session still had problem with float solutions and the motion 
could not be monitored. 
 
Table 5.10 RMS for Motion Tracker Results in Built Up Area, 5 Hz and 2 Reference Stations 

Motion Tracker Build Up Area 5 Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 
Ref Stn 1 min 3 min 5 min 

1  ------ 19.7  9.9 
2  ------ 18.3 6.0 

 

In Motion Tracker there is a possibility to let the sessions overlap, but it is not possible for 
one minute sessions, only for the longer session times. Using a three minutes overlap for the 
five minutes session did not improve the result and one disadvantage was a delay of the 
motion detection itself. Even if the session time was extended to ten minutes it was no 
significant improvement of the result. 

5.2.3 Results from OTF Processing 
 
Running the on the fly processed files from Trimble Total Control in the Matlab program 
provided a result on centimetre level. Table 5.11 and 5.12 show the results from when the 
sample rate of 1 Hz and 5 Hz were used. The created motion could be detected in broad 
outlines, but the quality could not be significantly improved using 5 Hz and longer session 
times, i.e. five minutes. 
 
Table 5.11 RMS for OTF Results in Built Up Area, 1 Hz 

OTF Build Up Area 1 Hz RMS in Millimetre (Compared to True Value) 

Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 1 Ref Stn 15 km 

1 min 12.1 13.3 ------- 

5 min 10.7 12.2 16.5 

 
 
Table 5.12 RMS for OTF Results in Built Up Area, 5 Hz 

OTF Build Up Area 5 Hz RMS in Metre (Compared to True Value) 

Session Time 1 Ref Stn < 100 m 1 Ref Stn 2.5 km 1 Ref Stn 15 km 

1 min 11.7 12.0 ------- 

5 min 10.1 10.1 15.1 

 
 
One advantage with the result from the on-the-fly process was that even with bad conditions 
for GPS surveying it was still possible to get a result for one minute sessions, except for the 
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15 km long base line. In this case the OTF results are better than the corresponding ones from 
Motion Tracker that did not manage to solve the ambiguities for one minute sessions. 
 
 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

6.1 Length of Session Time 
 

Naturally the length of the session times has an affect on the quality of the motion detection, 
but in the area suitable for GPS surveying the accuracy is on millimetre level for both 1 
minute and 5 minutes sessions.  

In the experiment from built up area, the most important conclusion is that a long session time 
seems to be a constraint in order to get decent results. Motion Tracker did not succeed to 
monitor the motion for shorter sessions than 5 minutes with sub centimetre quality. The 
biggest problem seems to be that the software does not manage to fix the ambiguities for 
some sessions when the observation time is short. The accuracy for those cases is around 3-4 
dm. When the file from Motion Tracker is run in the Matlab script and all float solutions are 
filtered away the movement is detected with accuracy around 7.5 mm. 

 

6.2 Observation Sample Rate 
 

The data from the open area shows the importance of high frequency observation sample 
rates. There is a significant improvement when 5 Hz compared to 1 Hz is used; the RMS 
values have been reduced by half, from 4.4 to 2.2 mm respectively 5.5 to 2.6 mm, for the long 
and short session times. This conclusion is confirmed in the test when small centimetre 
motions are performed and monitored over a short period of time, one centimetre per minute, 
see Figure 5.4 and 5.5. 

 

6.3 Length of Base Lines 
 
To be able to achieve good results in open areas it is preferable to work with short base lines. 
The result from Motion Tracker deteriorates when the base lines are long, e.g. 2-3 km, but 
still in sub centimetre level. When the reference receiver was placed 15 km away the program 
did not even succeed in detecting the motion for each session. 
 
In built up area the best result was a RMS value of 6.3 mm for five minutes sessions using 5 
Hz sample rate. In this example the reference receiver was not placed in the same area as the 
rover, but in an area suitable for GPS surveying 2.5 km away. As long as the base lines are in 
the length of a few kilometres, it seems to be more important to choose a good location 
instead of focusing on short base lines  
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6.4 Number of Reference Stations 
 
In our case, for the open area tests, the number of reference stations did not have a significant 
influence on the result as long as one receiver was in the area of the rover. In the second 
experiment, when three reference receivers were used a small improvement could be seen, but 
it was only on millimetre level. 
 
In the built up area the number of reference receivers seems to be more important and a way 
to improve the quality of the motion detection. In the second test in this area two receivers 
were used and the RMS values were improved from 9.9 mm to 6.0 mm for the test with five 
minutes sessions. In general the conclusion from our limited sets of data is that the number of 
reference points seems to be more important when the conditions for GPS are less favourable. 
 
 

6.5 On the Fly 
 
The result using OTF processed data that was run in a Matlab program showed promising 
results. When the observation sample rate of 1 Hz was used the quality was not comparable to 
Motion Tracker. Using 5 Hz and working in an open area the accuracy was similar to Motion 
Tracker and the motion was detected with high quality, for the longer base lines, i.e. 2.5 km 
and 15 km, even better than Motion Tracker. In the built up area the general motion could be 
detected, but the accuracy was poor, around one centimetre. 
 

6.6 Final Comments 
 
In the area, defined as open area in the experiment, the satellite geometry and visibility were 
good and the PDOP varied between 1.7 and 3.0 for all periods of measurement. When the 
conditions are good, the quality of the result and its accuracy show that GPS can work as a 
stand-alone monitoring system, even if the experiments carried out are limited. Motion 
Tracker is an easy and relatively cheap system to use for motion detection and as long as 
accuracy around a few millimetres is needed the package meets the requirements. Even the 
OTF processed data provides an opportunity of motion detection in open areas. A system of 
one rover and one reference receiver is enough to detect the motion with a quality on 
millimetre level. 
 
In the built up area the satellite geometry fluctuated during the measurement sessions, from a 
PDOD of 2.7 to as high as 20. The weakness and the error sources of GPS surveying can be 
seen in the quality of the results. As mentioned earlier about the limitations of GPS surveying 
most soft wares have different methods to reduce their effects. In general error sources like 
multipath and the used algorithms ability to detect and repair cycle slips are depending on 
longer observation times and good satellite visibility. The first condition, longer session times, 
can be set by the user, but in real world applications the second condition is out of the users 
control. This work indicates that for demanding high accuracy applications GPS needs other 
types of sensors as complement, to be able to provide stable reliable solutions with millimetre 
accuracy. 
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One possible improvement of Motion Tracker and the Matlab program using OTF data could 
be a more dynamic approach of how to defined different epochs, i.e. sessions. The user could 
set parameters for expected motion and as a result the position is not only based on data from 
the current session. The results from previous epochs are also taken into consideration with 
decreasing weight. The procedure to set different weights to the data from different session 
should be based on the expected size of the motions. 
 
In our Matlab code for OTF data a limit value, set by the user (25 cm), is used in order to 
filter possible float solutions. The slip is counted, the previous position is kept and the number 
of the session when it happens is saved and can be examined further. With this strategy 
motion detection with one minute epochs was possible with 1 cm accuracy even in built up 
areas. The weakness of this approach is that it only works when the motion to be detected 
always is smaller than the limit value. If this assumption is not correct a big motion will not 
be discovered.  
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APPENDIX A: Batch file for GNNET-RTK 
 
rem Start sec daemaon 
start sec_d.exe 
wait 1000 
rem 
rem Create database, this part is only done once  
rem gndb systemadmin 123 -s WGS84 
rem start gndb systemadmin 123 -s WGS84 
rem Use a project database after creation 
start gndb MotionDetection 123 -s WGS84 
wait 1000 
rem 
rem Set data path 
set GN_DATA=\geopp\daten,WEEK,DAY 
rem  
rem Start logging 
start gn_proto 
wait 1000 
rem 
rem Start rover input, COM 1 
start msi_in rove -c1 -b38400 -L -a0.0 +X1 
wait 1000 
start gnrt rove 123 +DRTCM_IN,base -e5 -s1 +M 
wait 1000 
rem 
rem Start reference input, COM 4 
start rtcm_in 4 -b38400 -nbase +c 
wait 1000  
rem 
rem Start status of differential data, provides satellite  
rem information 
start stagra -oGNRT,rover 
wait 1000 
start stagra -oRTCM_IN,base 
wait 1000 
rem 
rem Start GNNET-RTK and save the position (+pp1) 
start gnnet -rRTCM_IN,base -mGNRT,rove 
@c:\geopp\gnref\shared\examples\rover\2006-01-
26_rover_k_gps.opt +pp1 
wait 1000 
rem 
rem Show the coordinate solution 
start view_sol -oGNNET,rove 
rem 
rem Save the coordinate solution in GGA format 
wait 100 
start nav_out 13 -oGNNET,rove -e100 -d -f -FGGA -w2000 
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APPENDIX B: Matlab Code for OTF Processing 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% OTF, On The Fly 
% 
% The program divides a file with OTF observations in geodetic coordinates, 
% latitude, longitude and ellipsoid height into sessions and computes a 
% mean value for the session. In the next step the mean coordinates are  
% first transformed into Cartesian coordinates X,Y and Z and then into 
% local level coordinates. Finally the horizontal motion in relation to  
% the original position is decided. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
clear, clc, clf 
format long g 
  
% 
% Load the file with OTF measurement, pick the CORRECT COLUMNS and set  
% the SESSION TIME in sec and the PLOT INTERVAL in minutes and LIMIT. 
% 
  
%---------------Parameters to be changed----------------------------------- 
OTF = load('OTF_BuiltUp1sec1middle.txt'); 
fi = [OTF(:,5)];              
lambda = [OTF(:,6)]; 
h = [OTF(:,7)]; 
session_time = 5*60;  % Samplings rate 1Hz:1min=60, 5min=300 5Hz:           
                 % 1min=5*60=300, 5min=1500 
plot_interval = 5;    % Minutes 
limit = 0.25;         % Limit value of expected motion to detect float 
       % solutions                  
trueMotion = load('TMBuiltUp1Hz5min.txt')./100; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
% Check the size, the number of positions. 
size = length(fi); 
sessions = floor(size/session_time); 
  
% 
% Divide the measurement file and compute a mean value of the OTF  
% observations for each chosen session. 
%  
fi_temp = []; 
fi_mean = []; 
lambda_temp = []; 
lambda_mean = []; 
h_temp = []; 
h_mean = []; 
k=1; 
  
for i=1:(session_time*sessions) 
    fi_temp = [fi_temp;fi(i)]; 
    lambda_temp = [lambda_temp;lambda(i)]; 
    h_temp = [h_temp;h(i)]; 
    % Computes the mean value of latitude, longitude and ellipsoid 
    % height for each session. 
    if i==(session_time*k)  
        fi_mean = [fi_mean;(sum(fi_temp))/session_time];  
        lambda_mean = [lambda_mean;(sum(lambda_temp))/session_time]; 
        h_mean = [h_mean;(sum(h_temp))/session_time]; 
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        k=k+1; 
        fi_temp = []; 
        lambda_temp = []; 
        h_temp = []; 
    end 
end         
  
% 
% Transformation from Geodetic into Cartesian coordinates 
% 
  
% Reference Ellipsoid WGS84 
a = 6378137; 
f = 1/298.257223563; 
e2 = 2*f - f^2; 
  
% Latitude and longitude from degrees into radians 
fi_mean = fi_mean.*pi/180; 
lambda_mean = lambda_mean.*pi/180; 
  
XYZ = []; 
for i=1:length(fi_mean) 
    N = a/sqrt(1 - e2*(sin(fi_mean(i)))^2); 
    Xcoord = (N + h_mean(i))*cos(fi_mean(i))*cos(lambda_mean(i)); 
    Ycoord = (N + h_mean(i))*cos(fi_mean(i))*sin(lambda_mean(i)); 
    Zcoord = (N*(1 - e2) + h_mean(i))*(sin(fi_mean(i))); 
    XYZ = [XYZ; Xcoord Ycoord Zcoord]; 
end 
  
% 
% Compute the differences for X, Y and Z, i.e. the vector of an observation 
% in relation to the coordinates of the initial (start) position. 
% 
delta_XYZ = []; 
for i=1:length(fi_mean) 
    delta_XYZ = [delta_XYZ; XYZ(i,:)-XYZ(1,:)]; 
end 
delta_XYZ; 
  
% 
% Transformation from Cartesian coordinates into local level coordinates. 
% 
  
% The latitude and longitude of the original position. 
fi_origin = fi_mean(1); 
lambda_origin = lambda_mean(1); 
  
% Rotation matrix 
r11 = -sin(fi_origin)*cos(lambda_origin); 
r12 = -sin(fi_origin)*sin(lambda_origin); 
r13 = cos(fi_origin); 
  
r21 = -sin(lambda_origin)  ;
r22 = cos(lambda_origin); 
r23 = 0; 
  
r31 = cos(fi_origin)*cos(lambda_origin); 
r32 = cos(fi_origin)*sin(lambda_origin); 
r33 = sin(fi_origin); 
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R = [r11 r12 r13 
     r21 r22 r23 
     r31 r32 r33]; 
      
delta_xyz = [];      
for i=1:length(delta_XYZ) 
    delta_xyz = [delta_xyz; (R*delta_XYZ(i,:)')']; 
end 
delta_xyz; 
  
% 
% Compute the horisontal motion from the initial (start) position and check 
% if there are some unexpected big motions. The motion for each session is  
% compared to a set limit value defined by the user. 
% 
count = 0; 
distance = []; 
sessionNumber = []; 
for i=1:length(delta_XYZ) 
    tempDist = sqrt(delta_xyz(i,1).^2 + delta_xyz(i,2).^2); 
    if i>1  
        diff = abs(tempDist - distance(i-1)); 
        if diff > limit 
            tempDist = distance(i-1); 
            
          sessionNumber = [sessionNumber; i]; 

count = count + 1; 

        end 
    end 
    distance = [distance;tempDist]; 
end 
distance 
 
% 
% The number of possible float solutions and 
% which sessions that are influenced.  

% 

floatSolutions = count  
sessionNumber 
 
% 
% Compute Root Mean Square 
% 
RMS = sqrt(sum((distance-trueMotion).^2)/sessions) 
  
% 
% Plot the movement 
% 
graphX = 0:plot_interval:(sessions-1)*plot_interval; 
plot(graphX, distance,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(graphX, trueMotion,'--r', 'LineWidth',2) 
title('On the Fly') 
xlabel('Time in Minutes') 
ylabel('Horisontal Motion in Meter') 
legend('Measured', 'True Value') 
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